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WELCOME
Custom live edge furniture by Elko Hardwoods

INTRODUCTION 

We love working with our clients or their 
designers to create the perfect piece of 
furniture. When you commission live edge 
furniture by Elko Harwoods, we will work 
with you to find a piece that complements 
your space by customizing every feature, 
including:

• size & purpose
• wood type
• base design
• slab style details

THE PROCESS

We encourage all of our clients to 
browse our gallery online and take notes 
of their preferences. You can also view 
our furniture in person at our Chicago 
showroom.

With your input, we select the best 
possible wood slab and pair it with your 
ideal base. We send a mockup photo of 
the recommended slab layout to you for 
review and approval.  Once approved, we 
begin production.

HOW TO USE THIS CATALOG 

The purpose of this catalog is to introduce 
your custom design options. Browse 
through and inform your designer or Elko 
Hardwoods representative of your style 
preferences. 

Whether you have specific requirements 
for each design element or if you prefer 
to keep it simple with just wood and 
base type, we are here to help along the 
way. Our expert craftsmen love making 
recommendations.

To help you evaluate the relative costs of 
various options, we included ($$$), ($$), 
and ($) basic price indicators throughout 
this catalog.

NEXT STEPS

Share your style requests with the Elko 
Hardwoods sales team.

Email, call, or fill out the interactive 
custom tool on our website. A member 
from our team will reach out as soon as 
possible with more information.
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SIZE & PURPOSE

Consider how the piece will be used. Measure your 
space to determine general dimensions (length x width 
x height). If you have specific requirements, be sure to 
share them with us.

DIMENSIONS
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SINGLE SLAB ($$$) 

A single slab is one continuous piece of wood. Large single slabs are rare and generally the most expensive layout option 
available. 

BOOKMATCH ($$)

A bookmatch layout has two slabs placed next to each other. Bookmatch layouts allow for variety in style. You have the 
option to place the slabs side by side with the grain matching or to reverse flip one of the slabs. Another option is to leave a 
space between the two slabs to create a gap or resin river. 

MULTI SLAB ($)

A multi slab layout has three or more slabs joined together. Slabs may be positioned so the grain matches if you prefer a 
seamless look or flipped so each grain pattern is accentuated. Conference and exceptionally long dining tables typically 
utilize a bookmatch or multi slab design.

LAYOUT OPTIONS

bookmatch, matching grain bookmatch, reverse

bookmatch, gap bookmatch, resin river multi slab

single slab
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[06][04] [05]

ElmOxidized 
maple

Maple $$$$ $$

[03][01] [02]

CherryOxidized 
walnut

Walnut $$$$$$ $$$

WOOD TYPE

We are passionate about giving trees a second life while putting a piece of nature in your home.
Our trees are sustainably sourced from northern Indiana.
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[10] [11]

Blackened
ash

$ $

[09][07] [08]

SycamoreOxidized 
oak

Oak $$$$ $$

WOOD TYPE

The trees we salvage are often 100 years old.
Our process ensures that they can live for another century - this time as functional pieces of art.

[12]

Ash $Whitewashed
ash
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[06][04] [05]

Crossed
trapezoid

Acrylic X $$$$$$ $$$

[03][01] [02]

Bent 
plate

Trapezoid Straight 
plate

$$$ $

BASE STYLE
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[12][10] [11]

WaterfallMixed,
acrylic

Mixed,
steel

$$$$$ $$

[09][07] [08]

Vintage
4 point

Hairpin Motorized
adjustable

$$ $

BASE STYLE
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BASE

Steel bases are 
available in various 
colors. 

Most popular: 
matte black, brass, 
and chrome.

COLOR OPTIONS
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Base 
fabrica-

tion is done 
in-house and cus-

tom fitted to each table 
top. Bases are TIG welded, a time 
consuming and precise weld-

ing technique, to ensure 
a solid founda-

tion for each 
piece.

Brass ($$)

Classic matte black ($)

Chrome ($$)

01.

02.

03.
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ADVANCED
OPTIONS

At Elko Hardwoods, we embrace the natural features of 
each slab. Some pieces have exceptional character, such 
as voids, cracks, or knots, which allows for additional 
customization.
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Butterfly joints may be added for structural or decorative purposes.
Additional colors available upon request.

[06][04] [05]

BrassWood Double $$$ $

Cracks, voids, and knots may be left open or filled with resin. The most 
popular options are featured here. Other colors available upon request.

[03][01] [02]

ClearBlack Smoky $$$ $

BUTTERFLY JOINTS

RESIN
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Live edges leave the table edge in its natural state. Edges may be cut straight. 
Mixed live edge and straight options are also available.

[03][01] [02]

MixedLive Straight

The examples above assess your preference for symmetry or asymmetry. 
Asymmetric designs can come in a wide variety of shapes not pictured.

[03][01] [02]

AsymmetricSymmetric Slightly
asymmetric

EDGE

SHAPE
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ADVANCED
OPTIONS

While most mills saw for grade by avoiding knots and 
imperfections, we saw for character. We cut large slabs 
that retain the tree’s size and natural shape.
This guarantees that no two Elko Hardwoods tables are 
the same.
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ABOUT US
Elko Hardwoods is a contemporary furniture company 
specializing in one of a kind, live edge designs.

VISION 

From harvest to the mill to finish, we take 
great care to preserve the knots, shape, 
and imperfections of every log. Doing this 
honors its natural beauty and gives the 
tree a second life. 

We pair the slabs with handmade bases 
to create furniture that captures the 
beautifully unique character of each tree. 
The entire process - from tree to table - 
is done in-house, resulting in truly one of 
a kind pieces of functional art.

The bottom of our furniture is branded 
and numbered.

DRYING PROCESS 

Slabs are paired with mates and stacked 
to air dry for two years. This slow process 
helps retain rich color and avoid twisting 
and cupping, which occurs when drying is 
rushed. Slabs are brought down to a final 
moisture content in a carefully controlled 
kiln.
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PRODUCTION
From tree to table: 
Discover how our furniture is made.

PRODUCTION 

Flattening, shaping, and smoothing rough 
slabs is done with various power and hand 
tools. Each slab is unique, so we customize 
our designs to the grain patterns and 
shapes that are revealed in the process.

We import top-of-the-line finishes from 
Italy. Extremely durable, water resistant, 
and matte, these finishes are low 
maintenance and will protect the surface 
for many years.

BEFORE & AFTER

We provide a slab layout mockup 
before moving custom pieces through 
production. Before and after pictures 
show how chalk marks and water stains are 
removed during construction.

before

after
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CONTACT US
Call: 312.550.3163

Email: anne@elkohardwoods.com

Website: elkohardwoods.com

Instagram: @elkohardwoods

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
2003 S Halsted
Chicago, IL 60608

Mon-Tue: by appointment
Wed-Sat: 11am to 7pm
Sun: 12pm to 5pm
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DESIGN YOUR TABLE
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